NEON Assignable Assets Webinar Links – 2023-09-13

NEON website: www.neonscience.org

NEON Code of Conduct

NEON Data Portal

NEON Biorepository

Assignable Assets Links:
NEON Assignable Assets Program
NEON Assignable Assets Program FAQ
Field Site Coordination
Letters of Support/Collaboration
Email: AssignableAssetRequests@battelleecology.org

Proposals and Awards:
Linking macroecology and traits to predict mycorrhizal fungal dispersal (Abstract Award)

Collaborative Proposal: MRA: Seasonality of photosynthesis of temperate and boreal conifer forests across North America (Abstract Award)

Collaborative Research: MRA: Particulates in canopy flowpaths: A missing mass flux at the macrosystem scale? (Abstract Award)

RAPID: Critical Wildfire Monitoring Utilizing the National Ecological Observatory Network Mobile Deployment Platform with Edge-computing Cyberinfrastructure (Abstract Award)

Other Resources:
YouTube Video – “Critical Wildfire Monitoring with NEON’s Mobile Deployment Platform: Phase 1, Integration and Testing”

YouTube Video – “MDP Deployment, Konza Prairie Biological Station – Manhattan, KS”

NEON Blog Post: Assignable Asset project on fungal spores and wind

NSF “Office Hour” for funding opportunities webinar recordings

Macrosystems Biology and NEON-Enabled Science (MSB-NES) Program Solicitation

NEON Upcoming Events list